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FD - Poetry and Heritage 
Code : E-VFD-IN&VAP 
Duration : 8 a 9 hours 
Places to visit: Littoral of the Poets and Valparaiso 
Hours : Tuesday to Sunday 08:30 hrs. DO NOT OPERATE THE MONDAY (MUSEOS CLOSED) 
Stars from  : Valparaíso or Viña del Mar (hotel/adress) 
Tour includes : Authorized vehicle + professional driver + English speaking tour guide + ticket 

a Museo Isla Negra + La Sebastiana entrance ticket + traditional funicular 
ticket. 

 
 

Descripciorn del circuito: 
 
 
Enjoy the panoramic tour of the spas of Algarrobo 
and El Quisco, which along with other small coves 
form a coastline full of poetry and charm where 
several Chilean poets lived and created their legacy, 
Tour including the famous writer Pablo Neruda 
(Nobel Prize for Literature, 1971). 
We will go to Isla Negra where the most famous 
house of the Chilean poet Pablo Neruda (one of the 
three house-museum that exists) is located, is a 
dream place, a house conceived by the poet right in 
front of the sea, beautiful architecture and contains 
collections Unique objects brought from around the 
world. 
 
 
Visit Valparaíso and fall in love with this city 
declared World Heritage by UNESCO. Valparaiso has 
the form of a natural amphitheater facing the sea; 
Almost all the city hangs from the hills. Travel in one 
of its traditional lifts to reach the May 21 stroll and 
its magnificent viewpoint. 
We will visit the Atkinson and Gervasoni walks full of 
history of foreign immigrants who arrived in 
Valparaiso when this important port was considered 
"La Joya del Pacífico" (before the opening of the 
Panama Canal). Visit to the esplanade of Sotomayor 
Square that reminds of the heroes of Iquique and the 
war of the Pacific. We will visit the place of inspiration 
of the Chilean poet Pablo Neruda in Valparaiso, his house museum "La Sebastiana" (Nobel 
Prize for Literature, 1971). 
 
 
 
 
 
 


